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USF's Ideal Coed
Miss Aegean Candidates
Candidates for the 1967 Miss Aegean Contest from left
to right are: Sue Ledford who is being sponsored by Zeta
Phi Epsilon, Georgeanna PanagiGtacos, USF Forensic club,
Susan Stockton, Bay Players, and Gail Reeves, Cratos.

Named Saturday
At Aegean Ball
By CONNIE FRANTZ
Sta!f Writer

I

J

Ball To Be Held
From left, other Miss Aegean candidates are Edith Baker,
Delta. Phi Alpha; Andra Gregory, Andros Men's Dorm; K.atbie
Benz, Geography and Anthropology Club; Patricia Donahoe,
Della Zeta; Karen Casey, Sigma Epsilon Colony and Leslie
B!ll"ton, Phi Delta Theta Colony.

This Saturday Night . . .
Mary Bill, Delta. ll West, Jean Bageard, University Center Program Council; l\lary Ann Albritton, Lambda Chi Alpha
Colony; Mary Ann Gilbert, Alpha Tau Omega Colony; Roseanne Belsito, Delta I East are contesting for the title or "Miss
Aegean."

THESE final judges will be
present at the banquet to be
held Friday night at 6:30 in
USF's biggest social event the CTR.
of the year, the annual Miss
The competition began last
Aegean Ball, will bring to a night and will continue today
climax tension, anxiety and as five faculty members
expectation of many long choose the 10 semi-finalists
weeks of excitement this Sat- from the 34 contestants vieing
urday night. The coed chosen for the title. Mrs. Rena Ezto represent USF as Miss Ae- zell, University Center progean for 1967 will be an- gram coordinator, Herbert
nounced during the semi· Wunderlich, Dean of Student
formal ball Saturday night.
Affairs, Dr. Roberta Shearer,
Miss Aegean will be chosen assistant professor of behavoon the basis of her scholar· r al science, Dr. Robert Hilship, personality, service to liard, associate professor of
the university and poise. The history, and Linda Erickson,
ball will begin at 9 p.m. with executive assistant to the
the music provided by the re- dean of women will serve as
nowned Glades who were a judges.
success at last year's ball.
THE PICTURES of all the
Admission to the ball, held in
Miss
Aegean Contestants are
the CTR Ballroom, will be $1.
in the University Center
TICKETS are available at lobby. After tomorrow only
the CTR desk. The money col- the pictures of the chosen filected from admissions will nalists will remain.
help to pay for Miss Aegean's
The idea of having a Miss
Aegean came about last year
$130 scholarship.
Miss Aegean will be an· when editors were planning
nounced at 10 :30 p.m. by the the book's opening section. It
reigning Miss Aegean, Linda was decided that a pretty
Zuro, and she will present coed would be used to capture
flowers and a gold charm en- the students attention and
graved with the title "Miss mirror their studies and
Aegean, 1967," to the winner. extra - curricular activities.
Through Miss Aegean, a repTHE CONTESTS f i n a 1 resenta tive of all the students,
judging will be held tomorrow the year's story would be told.
night to pick USF's "ideal A special page of the annual
coed." Bay area personalities will be reserved to feature
will serve as judges. All con- Miss Aegean.
test judgings will be held in
private and the public and
students will not be admitted.
Personalities to serve as Seniors Will Organize
judges include John Cook of
Wolf Brothers, Jo Ann Toret- In Meeting Wednesday
ta, fashion coordinator for
An organizational meeting
Montgomery Ward, Tony
Hamilton, WFLA-TV news an· for all seniors will be held
nouncer, Charles Murphy, ex- next Wednesday, at 2 p.m. in
ecutive director of the Boys the TAT. The purpose of this
Club of Tampa Inc., Clewis meeting will be to elect officers
Howell, president of the Ma- and plan your program. All
rine Bank, and Father J. R. senior s are encouraged to atGriffith, rector of St. Francis tend.
Episcopal Church.

_:.___::....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Get The Message?
We hope so. The Student Association general elections
will be held this Monday. Students will select a new president,

SA Election Set Monday;
13 Running For Office
By STU THAYER
Staff Writer
Thirteen candidates will
run, Monday, for seven offices
in the Student Association
(SA) general elections. The
offices of president, vice president, and the five student
senator offices will be filled
and t h r e e constitutional
amendments will be approved
or voted down.
Voting will take place in the
University Center and Argos
Center from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m..
and the approximately 7,500
eligible voters must liave
their ID cards before they can

vote~

Only full-time students are
eligible to vote.
There will be four voting

machines in the University
Center and one at Argos.
Election Rules Committee
Chairman Vince Osborne said
he hoped to have the Argos
machine adjacent to the west
entrance to the cafeteria.
The presidential office has
two candidates, vice president
one, and ten candidates are
running for the five senate positions.
The candidates for president are John Hogue, and Bob
Wulff. Don Gifford running
unopposed for vice president.
Candidates for the University
Senate are Phil Davis, Paulette Szabo, fted Winkles,
Frank Caldwell, and Andy Petruska, all· !_rom the political
party Students for Responsible Government (SRG). Tim

SACan Be ·
For All Students .

• •

Hoping for the title or "Miss Aegean" are, from left.
Loie Perez, Gamma 5 West; Janice JOTdan, Delta I West;
Carolyn Kirby, Panhellenic Council; Pam Wright, Ripiano
Club, Carolyn Lawson.

In University Center .
Contestants for the annual Miss Aegean Contest are Betty
Ann lluif, Inter hall residence Council; Louise Brink, Student
Association; Nancy Barcley, Campus Crusade for Christ;
Cathy Butt, Phi Sigma Xi, and Sandra Cone, Ba.sketweavers.

Plan To Attend
Pictured above are contestants for this year's Miss Aegean
Contest. From left to right are, Fran Wilson representing
Tri S.I.S.; Kathleen Johnson, Florida Engineering; Linda
Robison, Syrinx; Carol Stovall, Tau Epsilon Phi. Not pictured
is Mary Ann Blind representing Catholic Student Organization.

Tickets On Sale Now . . .
Eileen Del Pozo, student Florida Education Association;
Jayne Mcinvale, Enotas; Jill Young, Delta Delta Delta;
Barbara Molinari, Kappa Delta; are aspiring to represent
USF as the "ideal coed."

vice president and five senators to serve during the coming
year. Students must present their identification card to vote.

THE UNIVERSITY Senate
is a legislative body which
makes recommendations to
USF President John S. Allen
on academic policy. It is composed of administration, facul·ty, professio nal, nonacademic, and student personnel and has 53 members including President Allen.
Academic policy includes
curriculum planning a n d
course changes.
M i k e Kannensohn, the
SRG's vice presidential nominee, was knocked out of the
vice presidential race Thur sday night by the Student

Court of Review. The Court
ruled Kannensohn had to have
the required 60 hours when
actually running for office,
and not when he is inaugurated. Kannensohn now has
49 hours.
Kannensohn, through Election Rules Committee Chair·
man Osbome, contended the
vice president need only have
60 hours when he takes office.
Barring failure or incomplete
grades, he will have 64 hours
by Jan. 9, the day the election
winners are inaugurated.
The constitutional amendments contain just one change
of significance. Amendment
three limits only the president
and vice president to holding
(Continued on Page 5)

Planning ·
Keen Insight
Needed:Hogue

Effective
Wulff Says
I support the basic contention that student government
can be made effective within
the already existing framework. In the past, the SA
leadership has failed to con·
vince all students of the necessity of having any student
_ government at all.

Bradley, Vergil Foust, Karen
Hultzen, , William Sitar and
Walter Terrie are running in·
dependent campaigns.

TOM WULFF
is needed, what is needed is
hard ~itting ground, level action.
I wish to be Student Association President to implement
a new and fresh approach to
the solution of long standing
student problems. I do not
seek psersonal power, prestige, or money; I feel that my
grades and diversity of background adequately guarantee
my future success. It is my
intention to donate the $1,500
salary the SA President receives to the USF Foundation where it will be increased
by government funds to $15,000
and made available for scholarships.
Exercise your right to vote
on Monday and vote tor action
IT IS TIME FOR· A
CHANGE.

As a result of this and the
rapid growth of the University, the leadership of the SA
must immediately begin to effectively advertise and personally communicate with all
interested students. As an Independent candidate for President, I represent no special
interest groups on campus and
therefore feel qualified to install a more truly representative government. It is imperative that the SA government become an active, efficient and outgoing organization capable of ascertaining
student problems and then
realizing substantial gains
toward the solution of these
problems! Resolutions and
passed bills do not represent
solutions! Platform statements, vague promises, gran(See Other Candidates' Platdiose new plans are not what forms on Page 2)

.. .. ..

A student government, like
any representative government, depends upon the quality of its leaders and the rapport maintained with the voting public. In the short exis·
tence of the Student Govern·
ment Association on this campus, definite improvements
have been made in fulfilling
the potential existent in what
can be done for the students.
In the past year, definite
improvement has been made
in the basic structure of the
SA; policies have been carried out to the benefit of the
student and the student voice
has been heard by the administration. This has been accomplished through sound
planning and a keen insight
into the interests most important to the student. The Student Association has a firm
grasp upon its intended purpose. It is up to the next administration to continue and
follow through these efforts,
not to promise new approaches or drastically alter
its structure. It seems imperative that student government
be taken to the students to

JOHN K. BOGUE
recognize their general needs
and then make necessary im·
provements to their environment.
We as students deserve a
strong voice in the administration of our university. It is
our choice to either attempt
continually to strengthen our
voice so that it eventually becomes a powerful lobbyi ng
force ; or it can ignore this opportunity and leave the deci·
sion making process to the administration and faculty. As a
candidate for President of the
Student Association , I consid·
er it necessary to choose the
former for through the latter
the Student Association will
sink into the depths of nonexistence.

You provide the element
necessary to keep effective
leadership in the SA. Your
support will be made in confidence and upheld in Faith.

"

Vote Mo nd ay For Presidential, Senatoral Candidates
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Candidates For Senator, Veep, List Platforms
Karen Hultzen

Frank Winkles
The following points which I
am listing as my platform are
items which I think have not
been exploited to their fullest
possibilities. I believe with
adequate leadership in the SA
legislature this legislation can
be attained. I wlll attempt to
give a brief summary of either why these point:~ ar!' neeessary or how they can be attaine<l.
J-' A Department of Commuter Affairs - Much need·
ed committee to handle the
problem• of the large population of commuters on ths
campus, Could pressure local
go,vPrnment for traffic light at
30th Strret and F ow 1 e r
Avenue.
., Creation of "s t u d y
parkl'l'' - We havp thr funds
to place attractive tables and
benchE-s under the many tree•
around campus.
"" Allocation of parking fine
montes tor new parkin&- lots
- at thC' present, the molli~Y
from parklng fines Is going to
scholarships; I believe this
money ehould be reallocated
until th~ parking problems
are overcome. Then the
money could be put back lnto
scholarship foundat:ons.
~ Against Increasing Parking Fines - At the present It
is being <'onsid<'red by the

Jtt ~tnp illtb.
13614 NIBRASKA AVE.
Next to The Wll~ Boar
PHONE 935 ..9026

VW
BMC
PORSCHE
TRIUMPH
• Guaranteed Tuning
and Repair on All
Popular Imported Cars

I traffic

committee to raise
parking fines from $1 to $2 or
$3. I am fully against this policy.
Cam p us
,; Increasing
Speed Limits - Even most
residential areas have ~ 30
m.p.h. speed limit.
,; Big Name Entertainment
- where did we spend $10,000
on homecoming? We could
have big name entertainment
11 the money wasn't spread
out over so many trivialities.

Frank Caldw II
I propose to:
1. Continue working for an effectlve Faculty Evaluation Pro·
gram.
2, Press for publication of all
~niverslty Standards, Regulaflons, and Procedures con·
.
cernlng students.
3. Encourage closer commumcation between legislators and
th
f
th:lr c~nt:tu~nt~. tl
1 ontmor t ~
f · ~It a e f eg ~a
otn Ao Ct al epar en
corma
ommu
tl
p er tha rs. h
5· dross,t rt0 ug h 1rg151a ?n,
f or a equa e e1ep one servtce
throughout the campus.
6. Encourage expansion of the
thl tl
t
. t
presen t m erco11eg1a e a e cs
program and study ~easiblllty of
en~~rlng b h:r~~fgtate football
tl
anc - oirtroda e al.
7. n
s a on en·
uce eg11
couraging the creation of a
r
t
t ,
..
1 e ha ~hosp 1le e
more co11cgt~
~~u~~:p~s"stu~yugparks.~ con·

1

°

8. Encourage alleviation of
the parking problem through
constructl~n o! additional parking lots w1th all. poss~ble haste.
9. Further mvestigate the
p?ssib~ities _of better food serv1ces, mcludmg:
a. voluntary food plans
ff
·
b·. Allowmg
o • ~ampus .e~tabl1shments catermg pr1V1-

DON GIFFORD

I do not pretend to know the
answers. to all t~e prob~ems. of
our rapidly gro~mg UmversJty.
~ut I ~o recogniZe the need for
unpr~vmg SA programs and
cre11tmg new programs for our
young student body. . .
As a Student AssocJatwn Sena tor I proposed to:
1. Make the. Senate a more
po":'erful and mformoo body .bY
asstgntng to each of the five
Senators the responsiblllty of
gatherln& first-hand Information
on all government 4\Ctlvitles in

each of the five colleges of the
University.
Thus each senator shall act
•
as a. liaison between one assigned college and the executive
of the Student A clati
880
onb. t
1. Enforce rules of order and 2 I
. ncrease contact e ween
th
t I
Ab t P r
lien ee o tcy o ncrease e the students •nd their le islag
ertectlve~ess of the _legislature. tors by:
2. InveshgatP. . distrJbufion of a. I suing identification signs
for the residence halls doors of
student actlvltJes fees.
3. In~stigate dorm standard the on campus legislators and
officers.
board procedures.
4. Lobby Tampa businessmen b. Setting up a publicity com·
for establishment of intercolle- mitlee for the Student Associatlon, composed of a member
glate football and basketball.
5. Enforce the resolution requir- from each college who will in.
.
legislators to communicate form th e s tudents of past 1cg1smg
lation, future events, etc.
with their constituents
ta
H . th SA
.
represen •
6. Study the feasibility of an c. , avmg e
outdoor amphithPatre to accom- tlves nAmes denoted in the student directory by asteri!lkS or
modate large audiences
some other device.
.
The above are two of the
COMMUNICATIONS
1. Publication o r legislative basic planks of my platform. I
ask you to consider along with
minutes in The Oracle.
allf' ti
th
e~e my qu Jca ons tu; an
mectin~ts
legislative
Hold
2.
concerning controversial issues active SA member and representatlve to the College ot Basic
during free hour
3. PubHsh a leg;slative quarter- Studies.
.
ly to 1nform students of leglsla· SA Debate, Surprises
tive work.
4. Press for publication or Unl- Planned By YD's, YR's
The Young Democrats and
versity policies and regulations
as outlined in the Board of Re- the Young Republicans will
sponsor a debate today begents Manual.
tween SA presidential candidates John Hogue and Robert
COMMUTERS
1 E~•ablish a comm1·ttee of
Wulff during the free hour in
.
· ""
the mall between the UniverCommuter Affairs.

Ve p Candidate
L•ISts proposa1s .

~ress

for use of the campus
2.
. . .
leges.
. c. Bett~r d1stnbut10n of vend- P?hce for greater student benef1t.
.
mg m~c?m~s.
Qualifications for o f_f J c e: a. The directing of traffic at
Served as a. re~resentatJVe! .on all entrances and exits during
• PRECISION
the Constitutional ReVISIOn peak traffic hours·
.
.
Committee, presently AdminisCOMPETITION
trative Assistant to President b. A system of 1~formmg
PREPARATION
Harper, served as President, commuters when parking lots
Vice President and Secretary of are full.
RESIDENTS
Cratos Fraternity, presently Re• FREE PICK UP
Establish
1.
Interfratof
Secretary
cordlng
and DELIVERY AT ernity Council served as Fresh- R 'd t Aff .a committee of
THE UNIVERSITY. man Orientation Leader and esl en arrs: . .
~===~~::::::~~~~~fo~r~m~e::r~Co~-O:!p~s~t~ud~e~n~t·:.__ _ _ 2d. An overulall timvestigatio~ 11of
orm reg a ons, espec1a y
curfew hours.
m%\1~m:liO:mlmm·.\w.··~BF..f~~mr®Jik
3. Replace the compulsory food
Cfo!J•·•;&fl~
NO WHERE
plan with a voluntary coupon
....
system.
'<:-.?,~~~

TO GO?

Center and the
~ity
tration Building.

Andy Petruska

Paulette Szabo
I sincerely believe the following plaUorm is not only
practical, but necessary to the
University as a whole. As your
senator, I pledge myself to this
platform and the needs and desires of the student body as a
collective.
tm t f
D
1 E t bl'1 h
~f a . epar en, ~
C · s
~tmhmthu er th ~ll'tys, edmf~ower.al
e au on an manc1
WI
support from the Student Assodation to conduct as a definite

t

8. Active support and extensian of programs such as the
College of Liberal Arts' idea of
no grade, hour credit courses,
to place the emphasis of education on learning and not grades.
9. Encouragement of contraversial speakers by an open in·
1 c al ' ethme,
Vl'ta f JOn to all pol'ti
and minority groups coordinated by an impartial student - faculty
1
pane.

•

.

.

sons for running. First, I think I
can contribute something to the
SA. A senator's contribution to ·
student government is unique;
he represents many diverse
groups, not just one organization or one college.
I think I am well rounded
enough to do the job. I have
been a resident and a commuter my studies range from gen-

•

pia, I want to giVe you roy rea- eral chemistry to Latin poetry,
~nd I have been both Greek and

ph .• I Dav·•s (SRG)

mdependent.
beginning. intensive research
Last spring, as a staff writer
into commuter problems.
for this newspaper, I made
d' . .
T
2. o ensure 1ower lVJSion
t ts 'th dm. · tr
many con ac w1 a lnJS a.
.
members, and I
faculty
and
tion
u.s.
the
throughout
!rom
dents
platformal
the
of
Instead
auto~obile
students
re~J~ent
have kept up to date with their
P.nvileges, I propose a regJstra- form letter, I want to take this and abroad.
th views on student life
bon fee for every student's car, opportunity to inform you how I .., Continue to hav
.
e
e
.
.
1i
th f 1 b
f d f
thu sup 1 .
.P ymg un s or ', ~ ee .a out po des at this uru- Health Center pay for itself As chairman of an SA coms
mittee, I have studied the prag. without raising our tuition.
.
~~structJOn of parking facilJ- verslty.
We are ~ot g~ttin~ our farr ._, Initiate action for private matic workings of student gov.
3. Since commuters do not use share of umversJ~ ~ife ~ause telephones for all rooms in the ernment.
Second, I've criticized the SA
the Health Center to the extent th~ p~esen~ ~dmmJ~tratlon . of Resident Halls.
of the resident students, I advo- th~ umversJ~ ~ holding ~s WJth Y' Reinstate the American as much as anyone. Now it's
cate a "pay as you use" basis a death grtp. One af!atr. that Association of University Pro- time for some of us to apply
for commuters use of the Health I ~: ~ur~ yo~dar~ keenly mt~- fessors to a favorable attitude that criticism constructively.
1
Center; this percentage of com- esTh' ~ JS ~ e~k go~~r~~e~ · towards USF since President One of the planks in my plat1
muter's activity fees could be th Jsdmina~ . eetrnti en tgil Y Y Allen and the Board of Direc- form is aimed at insuring quo. censure 1'JSt. rum: a $5 f'me t o be 1ev1'ed on
un
on
a
JS
a
e
th
f
.
t
.
eled
h
t t ors are on the1r
m o expansiOn o e NOW . th tim f th now.
c ann
d ts JS d the . e or 'ble s u- Y' Have posted at the begin- absentee legislators. The fine
parking lots.
t m . li the seco d rea
th
d .
eJr responst e rep- ning of e h
en an
n
ac a~a emJC year. e sys e Imp es .
4. A food plan based on a resentatives to act in promoting .
"meal by meal, item by item" more student desired measures. time .of y~ar, t.e., fall,, sprmg, son for my candid~cy- I want
f etc., m wh1ch courses will be of- to help the SA gam the respect
listed
I b
Bel
t t th
'th . b
b .
of the student body. I believe
. some o fered.
ave
O'!f,
as1s WI re_Jm ursemen a. _e
e~d of the tnmester for the tndl· the thmgs I feel are unportant. .., Have posted, also, who will the fine system is a start in the
right direction.
:~'? sure ~u h~ve im~orta~~ be teaching these courses.
Vldual student.
0
5. I demand a full explanation the:eng~s oanyth~se thssautes 0 f' 1 ""Secure academic safety for There are five other planks on
p· k
1 tf
d
Tw
y u ee profes
n mg
.
. .
th
fr
o goo p~ my ,p a arm. JC up, a copy
sors • • •
e .admJ~Jstration c?n- is lacking, then please contact
om
fessors were lost because Pres1- and look them over. I ve been
cerning therr derual of extensive me at an tim in the f t
u ure. dent Allen vacillated under fire very selective in choosing only
e
E :..
inter • collegiate athletics since
the student body shows definite C.., s~a ~f ~ De~arthtment of by a misinformed Board of Re- those .things I know I can acaJrs Wl a secre- gents. I HAVE TAKEN MY complish.
ommu er
desire for these activities
STAND, WlLL YOU? YOUR Given your support on Nov.
tary appointed.
·
.
o 1' h the
21 I ill
6. To dlspel apathy, the estab- ., Secure more parking VOTE WlLL TELL
m.
' w ace mp Js
'
lis_h ment of traditions s?ch as a spaces so that freshmen and
Wmt~r Ball and a Sprmg Folk sophomores will not be reFestival patterned after New- stricted from having autos on
port, g_iving the st~dents a rally- campus.
f
h
th
mg pomt, somethmg more than ., s·
food mlce . e purdc tase ob a
pure academics.
STUD~NT DISCOUNT
Pan 1s man a ory, ase
7. Expansion of the Exchange the food plan on a meal-by-meal
6000 FLA. AVE. Phone 237-0873
Students Program to enable stu- basis so that the missed meals

°

PICTURE FRAMING

will have reimbursement value
at the end of the academic
term.
.., Investigation into the tiberalizing of off-campus housing
'
b
ecause, the students have a
r~ght to know why they must
.
live on campus.
Dema~d publicat_Jon of rea~ons WHY mtercolleg1ate athlettcs caDnnot come onnlcampus.
.
should be passed, and Jf fla- Y' emand an e argement of
grant violation of duty is shown our Exchange Program here on
by any member he should be campus with emphasis on stufirmly reprimanded.
Third, since this school is
composed of a majority of comrouters, I contend that organizations and functions should be re- First of all, I am running for

J Foust
•

uld l'k t tak th
1e o
e e opporwo
tunity afforded by this column
t~ express a portion of my
v1ews concerning what I think
the duties of a senator should
be. Duties, which, if I should be
elected will be fulfilled with a
purpose and desire not seen beI

,,

ART SUPPLIES.

Adminis- dents who desire to further their
education in fields not offered at
A spokesman for the event USF, to attend a university or
sa!d there would be many sur- college offering such curricula
pr1ses at the debate but de- (e.g., Medicine, Law 11nd Thea'
tre Arts).
clined to elaborate.

v

By way of introduction, my
name is Andy Petruska, English
major. It says 2CB on my ID
card, but I'm really a junior.
My GPR is 2.97. I'll be happy to
tell you more about myself I'm the fellow walking around
campus with the Petruska For
·
senator Sign.
While everyone else is promising you the all-university uto-

.,

Bill Sitar

'·N ~~(~· ~
~$HESNuTRbY Shop s~

Maye

jr;;;;;;~;~~;;;;;;:~~iiii~ii5

USF
SERVICE
SPECIAL
1. PRESSURE CLEANING

$495 ALL

2. LUBRICATION
3. MINOR ADJUSTMENTS
4. INCLUDING NEW RIBBON

MAKES

Bring Your Typewriter Problems To Us

---------...--~-----

RENTALS

4 Day Minimum

ELECTRIC -- - 1.50 Per Day
STANDARD --- 75c Per Day

designed so as to include, or the Senate on an independent
4. Increase the number of free fore in this institution.
Fir~t, ~nd. very imp~rtant, is persuade more C<lmmuters to ticket. I am not a member, nor
inter _ campus telephones.
• ELECTRIC
the distribUtiOn of pertinent de- participate. This should and am I supported by SGG (Stue MANUAL
F R A T E R N I T I ES A N D tails concerning the SA and could be done without harm to dents for a Greek Government)
e PORTABLE
the effect it has on t~ entire students who are living on cam- and I intend to represent the en·
SORORITIES.
OUR SPECIALTY ITALIAN SANDWICHES
tire student body, ;not a small
1. Strive toward the establish- student population. I feel that pus.
OPEN DAILY 10 A.M. to 1 A.M.
ment of Fraternity and Sorority most students either by neglect Fourth, I feel that when stu- minority.
TABLE SEATING AVAILABLE
~
or design, have not been proper- dents have a problem which af- If elected, I intend to work for
Houses.
TAMPA, f"LDRIOA
10015 • 30TH ST. NORTH
2512 Temple Terrace Highway
ly informed. I propose, if elect- fects their vital interest, such as changes in the food service proBETWEE"'!_ SCHLITZ & BUDWEISER
PHaN& 932-0976
PHONE 932-0059
ed, to strive for a closer rela- parking and cafeteria services, gram: such as, ending the comtionship between students and the SA should take a more ac- pulsory food plan, allowing off -1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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.
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.
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.
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·~ greater degree of freedom in cellent soccer team abroad to
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Vote For Representative Government
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Invites all USF Faculty and
students to stop by today.
You're always welcome at
The Exchange Bank of Temple
Terrace, the friendly bank
who is always

Delicatessen Sandwiches, Imported
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LA Constitution
Referendum Set
Friday By Council
A referendum will be held
Friday for members of the College of Liberal Arts to either
approve or disapprove the College's proposed constitution. All
students in the College of Liberal Arts are eligible to vote, according to Dave Howland, 4LA,
president of the council.
Voting booths will be set up in
the Fine Arts - Humanities
Building and the University
Center from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Students must furnish evidence
of their admission into the college.
Howland urged members of
the College to approve the constitution. There are over 2,000
students enrolled as liberal arts
majors.
He also said that it would
Bastock is head of catering at USF. One shell
take more than 50 per cent of
in the collection is valued at $200.
those voting to approve the constitution.
The constitution is reprinted
in full here.

Colorful· Collection Of Shells
Mr. and 1\lrs. George Bastock display
some of their valuable shell collection. 1\lrs.

Helmets, Whelks, Pens,
Are Part Of Their
Unusual · Collection

'

• I

Proposed Constitution
The Liberal Arts CoUege
As • tion
SOCia.
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The Vested Suit by CRICKETEER
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The Traditional man looks to Cricketccr for handsome,
natural-shoul der vested·suit tailorin!!• The fahrics are mid to
lightw<'i[!ltt Darron and Worbted ~;, Shark>kins, Hop acks and
fine Mill-Finished Worstecls. Colors range from dark hlue,
black olive to rich burnio-hccl hrown and country classic
Camhricl:;e Gmy. We also have the same three·hutton tra·
ditional model in an oxfonl wcaYc - a new color concept in
a handsome putty shade and an almost black olive. These
suits coordinate tastefully with oxford shirts and soft wool
rhallis ties.

Vested suits $79.50
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!KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SY.RACUSE, NEW YORK :

··••··•••·······•···············•···•·····•••·••••·••••••••
See KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS at:

.JJa'lmcw.

JEWELRY Compa"v

826 FRANKLIN STREET

PHONE 229·2297
)

Simon To Speak
On Civil Liberties
Tobias Simon, a lawyer
working for the American
Civil Liberties Union, will
speak at 2 p.m. today in University Center 251 and 252 on
Civil Liberties and the Law.
His visit to USF is being
sponsored by the Politicai
Union.

style and characte r,
luxury and economy in
great sports models
s'e us today for a fine selection
of new and used Sports Cars,
best service and complete parts.

AUTO
BAY
SALES and SERVICE, LTD., INC.
3500 Florida Ave.

OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY 'TIL 9 P.M.
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MEN'S WEAR
211 E. Arctic
(Next To North Gatei
1707 S. Dale Mabry

"It must fit right or Kirby's twn't let you buy it"
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Wulff For SA President
***
The SRG

Last Thursday and Friday, The
Oracle Editorial Board met for
more than an hour with each of the
two Student Association presidential candidates, John Hogue and
Bob Wulff. The Board questioned
each candidate on what they intended to accomplish as SA president, how they intended to accomplish it, and why they felt themselves qualified for this awesome
job.
Last Sunday, after two days of
personal contemplation by each
Board member, the Editorial
Board met to vote on a presidential
endorsement.
The vote was unanimous, 6-0 in
favor of Bob Wulff.
We are first of all impressed by
Wulff's intensity and det-ermination. Though he has no previous experience with the Student Association, Wulff has set for himself a
goal of knowing the SA inside-out
before he would take office. He has
a<.:quired the minutes of the SA
meetings from the past two years
and has studied the bills and resolutions passed.
Wulff handles himself well in
front of people. He is presently a
student assistant in a USF graduate chemistry course and was
president of his student association
in high school. He is respected by
USF faculty members.
As an example of the intentness
in what he does, Wulff has a 4.0 in
his major field - chemistry. He
has earned 140 hours with a 3.4
grade - point ratio, including a
minor in physics, engineering, and
math.
Wulff has only one more course
remaining in order to graduate. He
will attend graduate school at USF
in the fall and tal<e the minimum
number of hours to maintain his eligibility to hold office.
We were impressed with Wulff's
nesire to look at all aspects of the
Student Association from an objective standpoint. Among his interests for the SA are these:
vr Streamlining the SA administrative organization with an eye
on cutting down the number of appointive offices which now total
about 150.
V'Publicizing the student association both on and off campus.
Y' Publicizing USF off campus.
(We have long argued that USF is
not well enough known around the
state or even in Tampa!)
Y' A re-examination of USF's
role in the Southern Universities
Student Government Association
(SUSGA) and possible withdrawal
if the group can do 'no more than it
has.
Most important, Wulff appears
to be the man who will follow
through with his intentions. And
nohe of them are too outlandish to
luliill.
John Hogue appears to be basing his platform on continuing the
work and philosophy of the Harper
administration. This administration has not been a bad one. Indeed, it has accomplished much.
But Hogue seems to be lacking
ideas or a fresh approach to old
and new problems. We are particularly distressed at his reocurring
hints at establishing more committees, coordinators, etc.
Thus, The Oracle Editol'ial
Board is convinced that' Bob Wulff
has the ability and sincerity to become the new life the Student Association so desperately needs. His
eagerness for the job is evident in
the fact that he plans to donate if elected - his entire SA salary
($1,500) to the USF Foundation.
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We have watched closely the
working of USF's first student political party and the result of the
examination has been interesting.
We have been impressed, that
Students for Responsible Government (SRG) appears to be a group
of students sincerely interested in
boosting interest in the Student Association. They do not appear to be
solely interested in enhancing
Greek Power.
Political parties are a legitimate and perhaps effective way of
stirring up student interest in the
SA. Certainly they are useful in
that an elected candidate has a
group of enthusiastic people from
which to draw his appointments.
But we think parties should be
composed of students who subscribe to the Party ideals and be
drawn from all levels of the student populace.
We are concerned that there is
no provision in the SRG constitution for the independent student to
become a member unless he's a
member of an organization.
Lamentably, SRG is strictly run
by Greeks.

What is your favorite TV program? What is the worst TV
program in l:istory?

•
'

These are two of 12 questions The Oracle asked USF students two weeks ago. The response was mild - we only got
back 20 completed questionnaires.
\

Thus we are running the poll again and adding a little incentive. First, you get to name your three favorite television
commercials (and there are some dillies!). Second, we are
giving you a list of 33 fall TV shows to help you decide that
category.

'•
•,.

..•
'·

If you were one of th 20 that filled out the f.irst poll
please note this in the margin. Turn form in to the University
Center (CTR) desk in box marked "TV PolL"

The results will be announced in a November issue of The
Oracle.

1. What are today's five best TV programs? (list in
order)
(1)

.. '
.' ~·,

-···----·--·-·-·-··-·-·--··--------·---·- --------------

(2) -- ·-- --·------·-··-·-----·--·····-----------·----··--(3)

----·-----·-·---···---··---------·---·-·---------------

(4)
(5) --·--------------·-···-----·--·-----·-·------- ---------

"Haven't lost a customer yet. You're our first."" That is the
caption on this cartoon we found while rummaging through our
files the other day. As near as we can figure it first t'an in 1963.
Apparently things never change around here.

2. What is the best program in TV history?
3. What is the worst program in TV history?

4. What night has the best programs?

OUR READERS WRITE

5. Who is the best current TV male actor?

New Regents Manual · Said 'Absurd'
I am a legislator and a cabinet member in our "worthless and useless do nothing student government," and I'm
confused. I've been reading, scrutinizing,
evaluating and discussing the new Board
of Regents Operating Manual since it
was first distributed i:hree weeks ago. I
think it is absurd. It has many points in
it which are debatable, but the majority
of it is so vague it can't be questioned.
In section 7.2 it states: Every student
has ". . . the right of freedom from control by any person, except as may be in
accord with the published rules and regulations of the institutions and the commonly accepted moral code." Does any
one really1know what this means?
In section 7.41 it states: "Organiza.
tions that are permitted on campus must
be related in a positive way to the educational objectives of the university:"
This is so vague that it could be interpreted any number of different ways.
Back to section 7.2. "Every student is
expected to recognize constituted authority, to conform to the ordinary rules of
good conduct, to be truthful, to respect
the rights of others to protect prlvate
and public property, and to make the
best use of his time toward an education." This sounds like the Cub Scout

oath. Does this have any real value; and
if not, why is it there?
Sixty per cent of us are over 21, and
we don't deserve to be treated like in·
fants.
We're upset, and we're going to do
something about it. We have a state convention of student governments Friday
at DeLand, Florida. We're going to dis·
cuss this operating manual. We're going
to draw up a statewide resolution. We're
going to look pretty foolish if we don't
have some student opinion to express.
Come to the SA office (CTR 219).
Read the manual, and give us your opinion. We don't want to make a big thing
out of it if we're the only ones that dis·
agree with it. You owe it to yourself to
make this effort.
Stand up for your rights1 and your
student government will stand up for
you.
JACK L. McGINNIS
Under Secretary of Academic Affairs,
AAUP Student Faculty Committee.

Vote Wednesday
Much has been said, written and read
lately about the "do-nothing" Student Association. The students who have voiced
their complaints about "nothing getting
done" will now have a chance to see that
something is done; by doing something
themselves.
A lot of time and effort has gone into
the upcoming Student Association elections. The candidates have done extensive campaigning and have left little
room for anyone to say that he "hasn't
heard anything about it"
I am non-partisan. I am only urging
all students to vote Nov. 21 from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at one of the five polls on campus.
CONNIE FRANTZ

ANew Mood~
By JULIAN EFIRD
Staff Writer
Lights in dorm rooms are starting to
stay on later and later each night.
Maybe this trimester is corning to its
end? ! ?
Everywhere on campus you can feel
the mood, and its deadly somber. People
are laughing like they never did at the
first of the trimester - like I'll get
through finals, somehow. I always have
before, only ...
Conversations keep coming back to
one subject mentioned with a snicker to
hide the fear. It all started as a joke a
couple of weeks ago - me, have a ner·
vous breakdown?
The only question now is how many
"students" will not make it through
these last three weeks before exams.
There may be a remedy for this irn·
pending tragedy, however. Why not fore
get about your studies and get involved
in some oJ action in the coming SA election? ll's shaping up as quite a bash.

Vote Nov. 21!
I am neither a Greek, nor a member
of a political party. I am a commuter
student - one of the invisible majority
- just like 7Q per cent of the students at
USF. But unlike the majority of students, I have been closely associated
with the SA for the past year. As a Cabinet seCretary, I have been part of the
successes and failures of the Harper administration. And I have felt the sting of
Lone Haranguers who work from the
false assumptions that the SA can "do
nothing" or that it is "poly - unsaturated
Greek."
It is really unfortunate that more people have not had the opportunity to see
the SA as I have, for if they had, they
would realize the very real progress
we've made. But this letter is not meant
to defend the past administration. It is
written, rather, to point out some often
overlooked points of the election campaign.
What should voters look for in a president? The SA can do much, but it takes
time to reach the goals. In a red tape
University, there are no overnight miracles, and thus the SA president should
be familiar with the plans and programs
of his predecessor. He must be a person
who has been in close contact with student government at USF. Only through
CONTINUITY OF COMMAND can the
goals be reached. John Hogue has the
KNOW-HOW and EXPERIENCE to
maintain this continuity.
What about vice president? He should
have a thorough knowledge of the SA
Constitution and bylaws. Both candidates
are qualified on this point. But above all,
he should be DEDICATED and DE·
PENDABLE. He must be willing to work
unceasingly toward an effective legislature.
Having worked with both can(tidates,

• • •

There are some nasty rumors going
around that the Apathy Party will con·
tinue to make its "vote" felt. Could it be
that homework is more important than
an SA election?

• • •

Things were pretty glum around th ~
campus last Wednesday after the elec·
tion. What will happen now to the list of
"substantial" raises for 1967-68 faculty.
Did someone in the upper echelon know
something the voters didn' t know?

* • •
Humanities 201 lecturers are getting
competition from another art form during the Wednesday meetings. Several
times a lecturer has paused during the
presentation, and asked the students to
"please" put down their Oracles.
• • *
Some fast . thinking students have
found a way to really get their money·
worth when they get a parking ticket.
Aftet· finding a ticket on his windshield wiper, the violator simply rides
around with the ticket on his car for a
couple of days, parking anywhere he
pleases.

,

i

I feel Don Gifford could best fill the position.
Of the Senate candidates, four in particular deserve recognition for their
willingness and ability to serve - Tim
Bradley, Frank Caldwell, Karen Hultzen,
and Frank Winkles.
I hope this letter will remind the voters that there is more to this election
than voting pro-Greek or anti·Greek,
pro-party or anti-party.
The SA has a chance to continue a
proven program. Vote for the PERSON
and the EXPERIENCE, not the fraternity or the party. And above all, VOTE
NOV. 21.
ERNIE CHARETTE, 4EN
SA Secretary of
Public Relations

"Don't Table Parking"
On Thursday, Nov. 3rd, a resolution
was presented to the SA Legislature by
Senator Kannensohn. The resolution stated that monies collected from traffic violations be transferred from the scholarship fund to a non - reverting University
account to be used for financing new student parking facilities.
An estimated 7,900 $1 parking fines
will be given out this year. I don't know
how many parking lots this will build,
nor am I aware of the actual number or
size of scholarships it could provide.
I am aware of the parking problems
on this campus, but I feel that the
money should be taken from some other
sources. Let's not table this matter any
longer! What do you consider more im·
portant - A COLLEGE EDUCATION
OR A PARKING SPACE!!
JOSEPH JOHN D'ESPOSITO
CB Representative

6. Who is the worst current TV male actor?

7. Who's the best current TV female actress?
8. Who is the worst current TV female actress?
9. What are the top three TV commercials?

10. What is the best new fall program? (See list below)

ABC Stage 'In
Fa.mlly Alfalr
Felony Squad
Garry Moore Show
Girl From U.N.C.L.E.
Green Hornet
Hawk
Hero, The
Hey, Landlord
Iron Horse
It's About Time
Jean Arthur Show
Jericho
Love On A Rooftop
Man Who Never Was
Milton Berle Show
Mission: Impossible

Monkees, The
Monroes, The
Occasional Wife
Pistols 'N' Petticoats
Pruitts Of Southampton
Ra~Patrol

Road West

&ger Miller Show
Rounders, The
Run, Buddy, Run
Shane
Star Trek
Tarzan
That Girl
T.H.E. Cat
Time Tunnel

11. How many hours do you spend watching TV each
week? (Circle one) 1-2, 3-5, 6-9, 10-15, over 16
12. What year are you? (Circle one)
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman

Senior

13. What suggestions do you have about watching TV on
campus? (e.g. greater nm.:ber of TVs, some .place to watch
channels 3 and 16 (educational TV) ___ ---------- -·----·-----

"' , "'

"Be It Resolved: That monies from
traffic violations be transferred from the
scholarship fund . to a non - reverting
University account to be used for financ·
ing new student parking facilities."
Thus spoke our learned and esteemed
student senator Michael Kannensohn,
Nov. 3. The learned senator from
Lambda led the Student ·Legislature to
quick action. Those legislators present
were quick to realize the importance and
possible ramifications of this resolution
and took prompt action .•. they tabled
the resolution.
Due to this decisive action by our Student Association, Senator Kennensohn
now perhaps finds himself in period idleness ... "let this be not so!" Let me
urge you to move ever onward in your
search for meaningful legislation, and in
so doing I would like to offer a suggestion. A revision of your resolution if I
may be so bold. It might read:
"Be It Resolved: that monies from
trafiic violations be transferred from the
scholarship fund to a non-reverting University account to be used to raze the
University Center, so that this land once
cleared and leveled might serve as a
parking facility for students ONLY."
It can be easily seen that not only
would this resolution provide the campus
with an additional parking facility, but
would do away with Morrison's as well.
Keep working in the interests of the
students, Mike.
ROBERT J. ERWIN
P .S. With perseverance you too might
become an orchestra leader.

The Oracle welcomes all letters to
the editor. Letters must be signed,
bat initials will be uspt) or names
wilhbeld upon request. Because of
space limitations, please keep letters
under 250 words.

Please do not answer the poll more than once. When you
finish, simply drop it in the box on the CTR information desk
marked "TV Poll." Remember, the poll won't be possible
without your cooperation l

L----------------------------- --------j
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Harpe r Says Football

143 Seni ors Interning
At 98 Public Schools

Possibility at USF
As have many of you, I have feasible.
given much thought to the issue As the school enrollment inof intercollegiate football at creases rapidly, the difficulty of
USF. Through discussions with establishing and maintaining a
members of the administration, spirit of identity with the Unifaculty, and fellow students, versity will grow. Much time is
and through my own personal spent talking of methods of givexperiences (I was raised in ing the student something to
Knoxville, under the shadow of identify with at the University.
the Tennessee "Volunteers"), I Perhaps a football team could
am led to the conclusion that in- serve as this coalescing force.
tercollegiate football is a possi- The alumni of USF will be asso·
bility on this campus. Addition- ciating with alumni of our Unially, although football is not a versities who will periodically
necessity, it is a program whose return to their alma mater
benefits for all concerned out- more than likely during "big
game" weekends. Are our
weigh its disadvantages.
Unquestionably, the initiating alumni lo talk soccer to the rnaand maintaining of an intercol- jority of their college gradute
legiate football program would friends who talk football?
require a large sum of money. Those are my feelings on inYet it need not cost the enor- tercollegiate football. What can
mous sums required for such be done about them 1 As your
programs as at the Universities president, I have asked your
of Alabama and Florida. It elected representatives in the
would not if an "Ivy League of SA Legislature to establish a
the South" was formed com- one-year standing committee
posed of teams from V.P.I., which shall thoroughly investiEmory, Stetson, USF and others gate the possibility of intercollewhere a minimal of emphasis giate football for USF. This
was placed on athletic scholar- committee should hold interships, scouting staff, travel, etc. views with the University adPerhaps use of the proposed ministrators concerned, the
Tampa Sports Field would be Board of Regents officials, students, faculty, local sporting tifficials, and representatives from
other institutions involved in intercollegiate footbalL
At the end of one year's time,
the committee's transactions
shall be published, the committee dissolved, and if football is
recommended, then a new committee charged with the responsibility of bringing football to
USF shall be created.
John K. Harper
President
8702 NEBRASKA
Student Assocation

JUST ARRIVED!
CORDUROY JACKETS
TO MATCH
CORDUROY JEMS
Bermax
Western Wear

FRANK & RITA'S

RESTAURANT
22nd STREET and FLETCHER AVENUE

CHAR-BROILED
T·BONE STEAK

FRENCH FRIES, BREAD,
& TOSSED SALAD

1.29
OPEN SUNDAY

11 am. • 6 p.m.
OPENING SPECIALS
COLD WAVE
PERMANENT
HAIRCUT
SHAMPOO
SET

$495

With or Without Appointment

SHAMPOO
and SET

2

$

~

·$a95

BLEACHED
PERMANENT

Phone 933-1513

t?Du.c~c.JJ .B~ Safof)
11609 NEBRASKA AVE.- InCa

Lanes

VARSI TY CLEANERS
specializing·in service
to USF, announces • • •
• Special student and Staff prices
-in effect at the linen room,
Argos Center.
• Stafl prices also in effect
at the main office
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Cornwall of Winter Park.
to
according
area,
the
in
kets
ORLANDO: Cherokee Junior High more offices. The constitution
Hogue's opponent, B o b Whitaker.
Paul Haskins of Mount Dora; Colonial
currently limits each office
High School - Susan Olin of Orlando;
Wulff, is a student political
Information on raising bees Nellie E. Ray Element.ary - Sarah K. ..,
·holder to one office.
·,;
unknown . He is a senior and may be obtained from the Mellon of Orlando.
PALM HARBOR: Palm Harbor Junior
Amendment 2 obligates the will graduate in April but he
U.S. Department of Agricul- High - William A. Salvaterra of Dunedin.
President of the Student Asso- plans to go to graduate school
the Bee Association of
ture,
PINELLAS PARK: Pinellas Park Ete·
policies
ciation to uphold the
here and will thus be able to Florida or the Bee Association mentary - Bette tvey of st. Petersburg;
Pinellas Park Junior High - Stephen
of the Student Association complete h i s presidential
Douglas Stafford of Tampa.
of the Southeast.
Reof
Board
and
PLANT CITY: Bryan Elementary Constitution
term if elected. He will be
Some requirements Whit- Anlt.a J. saxon of Tampa; Plant City Se·
gents. The constitution in- running on his platform printHigh S<:hool - Cerila Ludwick of
aker believes necessary for a nior
Tampa.
cludes the Board of Control ed on Page 1, and is not a poare
RIVERVIEW: East Bay High School prospective bee raiser
Lee Rushing of Winter Park.
whose policies are to be fol- litical party member.
land away from people, a love Lynda
SAFETY HARBOR : Safely Harbor Ele·
lowed. The amendment would
- Juotin W. Steadham of Palm
mentary
unan
AttorStudent Association
of the out of doors and
Harbor.
change the word "Control," to
SAMOSET: Southeast High School - '
ney General Don Gifford is n"!rstanding family.
SONNET •••••••••••• ··------11 KT,
"Regents."
now unopposed for the vice
WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD
AMENDl\IENT ONE would presidency. Gifford is a junior .
independent.
an
give Basic Studies (CB) stu- and is also
dents on Bay Campus at least He brought suit, last month,
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
two representatives to the SA against the Young Republilegislature. According to re- cans which resulted in a landcent plans, however, Bay mark Student Court decision.
Campus will not have CB stuWINKLES who is now a students next trimester. If apsenator, was appointdent
proved, Bay Campus will get
R89istered Jewelers ~ Americ8n Gem Society
ed by SA President John Hardetwo CB representatives
per to fill a senate seat vacatspite the absence of CB stued by the graduated Robin
PHONE
510 FRANKLIN STREET
dents.
Kirk in September.
229-0816
TAMPA, FLA. 33602
apwas
The amendment
a nd
Petruska,
Szabo,
~W'Mi..~mt:i':t"@if..
proved by the SA legislature
Davis are newcomers to the
anwas
it
before
tast spring
Student Association.
nounced that there would be
Caldwell is Harper's special
next
students
Studies
Basic
no
and represents Har·
assistant
trimester at Bay Campus.
per at the legislature meetThe election, for the first
ings. ~e is a senior.
time, will have a slate of canThe non-party candidates
didates from a student politiTim Bradley, Vergil
are
cal party. The Students for
Karen Hultzen, WilFoust,
Responsible Go v ern rn e n t
and Walter Terrie.
Sitar,
liam
(SRG) nominated a ticket in a
politically known of
best
The
convention Oct. 29, attended
these, Tim Bradley, USF junby approximately 75 persons.
ior and a student senator,
The party's nominees are
elected last year as a sophoJohn Hogue for president, and
more. He was in this year's
Phil Davis, Paulette Szabo,
vice presidential race until
Caldwell
Fred Winkles, Frank
Gifford announced his intenand Andy Petruska for senation to run for VP. Bradley
tor.
and Wulff have the highest
HOGUE IS CURRENTLY grade point ratio of candithe SA vice president, and dates for office, 3.4. Bradley
won handily over two other recently compiled a report on
candidates in last year's elec- the parking headaches here.
tion. He was endorsed by the He is also the President Pro
Campus Edition of the Tampa Tempore of the SA legislaTimes, The Oracle's predeces- ture.

When There's Smoke

It's A Bee- zy. Business
That Brings In Money

SUPPORT YOUR SA
GET OUT & VOTE

13 Seeking Office.
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Mathe matici ans
with Versa tility
& Imagin ation
• •• Look to

ns a!

v Expert Alterations

AUTO SALES
UNIVERSITY
INTRODUCES:

In The Linen Room By
MRS. HILDA HORTON

A DARING NEW METHOD OF AUTOMOBILE
MERCHANDISING

Don't Wait- Come
In Today.

VARSITY

CLEANERS and·LAUNDRY, Inc~
Catering to the USF Community
9~22

56th St.

Mathematicians are key members of the
professional fraternity at the National
Security Agency, a scientific and technological community unique in the United
States, perhaps in the world. NSA Is the
Agency responsible for developing "secure" communications systems to transmit and receive vital information.

YOU AND NSA
• OPEN
SUNDAYS
• WEEK DAYS
'TIL 9 P.M.

Only
**

We Advertise No Leaders!
One Appraisal Applies To
Any Car

**

Balance of Factory Warranty
No Payments 'Til

JonJory '67

UNIVERSITY
AUTO SALES
1212 E. Fowler-932·4379 and 2555 N. Dale Mabry-872·7904

As a mathematician at NSA, you will be
defining, formulating and solving com·
municatlons-related problems, many of
major national significance. Statistical
mathematics, matrix algebra, finite fields,
probability, combinatorial analysis, programming and symbolic logic are but a few
of the tools applied by Agency mathematicians. They enjoy the full support of
NSA's completely equipped computer
laborlltory where many of them often become involved in both hardware and software of advanced computing systems.
Theoretical research Is also a primary concern at NSA, owing to the fact that the
present state of knowledge in certain fields
of mathematics is not sufliciently advanced
to satisfy N SA requirements.

n~tional

IMAGINATIO N •••
A REAL REQUIREMENT
Mathematical problems at NSA will seldom be formulated and handed to you, the
mathematician, for solution. Instead, you
will help define the problem by observing
its origin and characteristics, and the
trends of data associated with it. You will
then determine whether the problem and
data are susceptible to mathematical
treatment, and if so, how. As you grow In
your apprecialion of this approach to mathematical problems, and the relationship of
your discipline to non-mathematical subject matter, both your personal satisfaction
and your value to NSA will increase, as
will your responsibility.

CAREER BENEFITS
NSA's liberal graduate study progflm per·
mils you to pursue two semesters of full·
time graduate study at full salary. Nearly
a// academic costs are borne by NSA, whose
proximity to seven universities is an additional asset.
Starting salaries, depending on education and experience, range from $7,729 to

The "Cipher Disk" ••• NSA symbor
and one of the oldest and moat effe~·
tive cryptographic devices known.
$12,873, and Increases follow swiftly as you

assume additional responsibility. Policies
relating to vacations, insurance and retirement are more than liberal, and at NSA
you enjoy the advantages of Federal em·
ployment without the necessity of Civil
Service certification.
NSA Is located between Washington
and Baltimore, permitting your choice of
city, suburban or country living, and allowIng easy access to the Chesapeake Bay.
ocean beaches, and other summer and
winter recreation areas.
Check with your Placement Office for
further information about NSA, or write to:
Chief, College Relations Branch, Suite 10,
4435 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., Wash·
ington, D. C. 20016. An equal opportunity
employer, M&F.

sec urit y age ncy

•.• where imagination is the essential qualification

OUCH! Florida's Gators Tie Us 2-2
Nov. 16, 1966, U. of South Florida, Tampa - 6

Cratos Tops PSX
As Soccer Begins

Injury-Ridden Boaters'
Eye ·Rollins· Saturday

Brahmans
Tie UF
29-29

Cratos pounded Phi Sigma Xi
8-1 in the opening game for both
teams in intramural soccer action last week The Sigma Nu
affiliate banged in three goals
in the first half and continued
the barrage with five more in
the second half.
6.
7. Wlldrum, UF 22:04
In other games, KIO sneaked
8. Friedrich, UF 22:11
•
9. Schavis, UF 22:25
by Zeta Phi Epsilon 1-0 with
10. Williams, USF 22:36
very little offense being gener- .
11. Schickel, UF 22:40
12. Keegan, USF 27:57
ated by either team. Alpha 2
•.. "quarterbac k" of the Brahman soccer team
13. Hill, UF 23:10
West squeaked by Alpha 4 East
on the strength of more corner
kicks even though the game
ended in a 1-1 tie. Beta 1 East
also posted a 1-0 victory over •
Beta 1 West.
TWO FORFEITS were record- '
ed with Beta 4 East forfeiting to
Beta 1 East and Beta Ground
East forfeiting to Beta 2 East.
The field engineering has
Both games were recorded as been completed on all 18 holes
1-0 wins.
and the first nine holes have
In women's intramurals, the been lined out. Land clearing
championship basketball game is on schedule.
between the P.E. Majors and
Architect Bill Mitchell made
the Basketweavers, scheduled an on-site, detailed inspection
to be played last week, will be of progress to date and made
played Friday at 4:20 p.m. on the following remark: "I am
the courts adjacent to the gym- very pleased with the prognasium.
ress made during the seven
The deadline for entrance into working days since kickoff
the women's track and field time."
meet is Monday.
He also said, "The UniverIN VOLLEYBALL action, the sity of South Florida will soon
Basketweavers and TriS.I.S are have the finest 18-hole golf
presently tied for first place.
course in Florida."
Neal Earls, student director
David Coverston,
Superintendent
of men's intramurals, has requested all football officials,
USF Golf Course
Oracle Photo by Rich
who are not officiating soccer,
to return their jerseys and
whistles immediately.
SOCCER RESULTS
and Connie CuJp checks information on the
Mrs. Carole Siegler (far left)' director of
Cratos 8, Phi Sigma Xi 1
back of one of the men's file folders as the
women's intramura'Is looks over a report
t
E
B
Be 1 E
0
4
1
women's intramurals department goes
being made by Bunny Cripe. Janet Klein
as
ast • eta
ta
through another normal day.
court
the
to
basketballs
the
take
to
prepares
BrahHolcomb's
dE t Coach Dan
(fotrfe2it)E t 1 B t G
a
hold
Be
will
squad
soccer
man
a . as , e a roun as
clinic for East Bay High
0 (forfeit)
School's physical educational
0
West
Beta 1 East 1, Beta 1
Alpha 2 West 1, ~lpha 4 East 1 classes, 2 :20 p.m. Friday.
"We hope to interest high
(won on corne~ k1c~s)

Denny Meyer

Golf

Bulletin
No. 1

Checking Out

~JIIM--J&JIIillllilll

school students in soccer, and
show them some basic soccer
techniques," stated Holcomb.
USF's Physical Education Department held a soccer clinic
for 150 recreational and playground instructors last Wednesday.
Tampa Recreational Sports
Supervisor Team Wilson headed
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ONLY NINE players remain
uninjured on the Brahman roster.

~
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WHAT YOU WANT!
~ VOTE SZABO

for SENATOR
* Fight Against
Clique Control

I
I

*i

the Ridiculous Parking Situation ·

PAULETTE SZABO

IS

member.
We cordially invite USF personnel and their families to visit us soon.
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BAPTIST STUDENT UNION

II
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STEAK NIGHTS

BEAT

0 DISCOUNT

PARKING PROBLEM

Sweaters are very essential and certainly these are
campus correct for USF.
On the left is the popular pullover, V-neck. Available
in wheat, blue, ivy and Chianti. S-M-L. $20.00
Shown on right is a handsom e rugged 75% wool,
25% mohair cardigan by THANE. Colors of wheat,
cloud blue, blue ivy and oat. S-M-L $22.50. VALUE
IS SPOKEN HERE.

$239°

DUTCll'PANTRY~

HONDA OF TAMPA

·j

SpEAK QUJ fOr

·W om en' s I'-M Leaders
w0 rk F0 r The sa me G0 a I

I-M
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Holcomb's main worries are
All-Stater Brian Holt, on crutches; All-Stater Helge Velde,
wearing a brace over a stitched ~
~%
finger; Jim Houck, with a leg M.
:g
infection; John Horvath, wearing a leg brace; and Jerry ~*Arrest
Zaggarri, with a reinjured disloI AM NOT AFRAID TO SPEAK
cated shoulder.
"l
OUT FOR YOU! VOTE
Zagarri, a question mark as a
starter in the Rollins game, is
For
closing in on Velde's 1965 rec·
ords of 13 goals and 15 points.
REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT
has nine goa ls and 13
Everybody makes mistakes sports should also serve to en- scheduling of activities, con- Zagarri
with three games reand, although we's like to think courage greater participation, ducting athletic chairman's points

SIX

g

-::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;

weeks of soccer m their pro- Edgar
office all concentrating in dance and
umn. This statement, the last worked in the
grams."
one in the column, should have three of her trimesters here. gymnastics. She hopes to teach
read, "If this is a function of Her ultimate goal is to teach on the college level. One of last
year's Miss Agean finalists,
university, he adds, then it sports in college.
REPAIRS thegood,".
SKIN DIVER'S AIR STATION
RENTALS
Connie also likes .to make her
definitely
is
game
her
and that. "if" makes While
is
"We Sell and Service Diving Equipment
in own clothes and kmt.
participates
also
Bunny
golf,
at
look
you
If
difference,
of
lot
a
Authori:nd Sales of Dacor Diving Equipment
. _ extramural bowling and soft- Looking to the future, <;:onnie
the :olumn.
-SAFE FILTERED AIRill
ball. As far as the future of the sees the need of specialized stuth1nkmg
started
we
week
This
Phone 234-1101
7400 NEBRASKA AVE.
tr'·
about. the fact that we've been intramural program is con- dent aids working in a single
~~Willmir~&~W.®m'~i.'Jil:W.~Jt
cov~rmg men's football and all cerned, Bunny thinks that facul- area- such as running a tennis
their stuff pretty well, but what ty participation would be a tournament. Further work is
also being planned for the unifiabout the ~omen. who run the worthwhile goal.
'd t f cation of residence halls as
t Kl .
show over m the mtramural de- J
this ~ear
as pres! en iloy with. Iota and .Epsilon
partment. To find out .a little th e anBeaske twemeavers
•
.
necessar
participaand
sptnt
mcrease
1
to
d
.
dl
h
fr'
.
b
we
tes,
a
a out t ese young
1
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2:00p.m••.• Bryon
m some le~ .Y rJVa- t 1·0 n
sent Susan Goodall, our in- enga~es
a
.
.
·
herry w1th Bunny. Descnbmg
Jones' rell'ge'ous recording soloist, presentl
·
ed'
One of the b1g changes m the
th t .
·1·
"th
lf
over
trotting
Itor,
tramurals
1
"Sermon in Song".
to .interview them. The fol- se d ast" . ethon y one h a ~s I-M department over the past
J
.found _out. :~se~hat~he ~ik~~o~~· d~a~ aa~ few years, Connie noted, is that
NOVEMBER 17, 6:45 a.m .•• • Monthly §I lowing i~ what she
SIZemore, Sports Editor. we11 as p1ay ex tramura1 soft- men's and women's programs
Lee
Il THURSDAY,
Prayer Breakfast •.. Speaker, Dr. Robert Witty,
have both grown so large that
ball, basketball, and tennis.
By SUSAN GOODALL
(No charge but reservations necessary.)
they .are totally separate.
to
chosen
was
Last year Janet
Intramurals Editor
receive the award for the out- This trend may not be permaBehind the women's intramur- standing official. "We lost a nent, however . The I-.M office
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1:00 p.m..•• Church-related
al action are four busy young good official this year, but she phone r~ng, a~d Con~1e ran to
Vocat~on~Lou~cheon ")Methetes" (Make reserve'
~omen : ~rs. Carole .Seigler, as- is training others," Mrs. Siegler answer I,t, coll~dmg WI~ one ?f
tions Y tur ay noon .
sistant d1r~tor of mtramura~s said. With hopes of establishing the me.n s assistants. W,e st1~
and recreational sports; Conme an officials' club, Janet started come .m contact sometunes,
of worn· an officials' clinic this year. She she said.
Ill Culp, student director
988-648 7
13110 W. 50th St.
Ill
- - - - - -en's intramurals; Bunny Cripe, emphasizes that with many of
Both University of South Florexnandbeing
programs
I-M
the
Klein,
Janet
assistant;
student
•.
_
_
_
_
1" _ _ _ _ - · _ _ _
.t" '
-- student assistant.
be ida students and residents of the
------ed more good officials will
---~--;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;
ro;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
Tampa Bay area are members
Mrs. Siegler, who is head of n~ed.
of the University - Community
workers,
student
the
Heading
works
,
women's intramurals
with the sports clubs and teach- Connie Culp is responsible for Orchestra and Chorus.
Every Tuesday ·
es archery, tennis and special -----''--------~----------- 1
conditioning classes. Although
and Thursday
THE
thi~ is her first year at USF,
Carole taught high school P.E.
two years in West Hartford,
Conn. Her work with cheerleadLOW
PRICES
ers there bas alerted her to a
similar need here for the soccer
START
COST
out
fizzled
idea
the
0
"but
team,
OVER
CHECK
GUEST
TOTAL
ON
OL
Transporhere."
$1.00 ON THE INSIDE ONLY
70
tation
The objective of intramurals
is participation. "We've always
had a good percentage and spirSee Bill Muns ey- He is
it from the sororities. We hope
FAMIL.Y RESTAURA NTS
your fellow student at U.S.F.
for two sorority leagues soon,"
& SILO DRIVE-IN
Mrs. Siegler commented. ThinkPHONE 626-9910
HOURS:
ing back over this trimester,
Weekdays 7 a.m. - 11 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 7 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Ph. 258-5811
she could not recall having a so2301 S. MacDill
Ave.
56th St. &
rority team forfeit. More coed
.
932-7715
-~,......_..
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College Master
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~~~W~ of the P.E. Majors, and
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ive
representat
a
as
acting
Recreational and same. Two weeks ago we print· President
I THAT SPECIAL I straight year.
is in charge of of. the. ~ome~'s . division .at
From JACK PENDOLA
~ p~aygrou~d . in~tru:tors empha- ed the . final standings of the Bunny Cripe,
1
up are- onen~ation. This 1s her third
writes
and
points
team
sea:
fo~tball
League
Fratermty
sports,
all
m
n
participatio
SIZe
1 BOOK FOR
m the department.
and playgrounds c om pete son. In these standings, Ph1 sume of each I-M activity to year
helping Co a c h
Presently
eliminate
Sigma Xi was cre.dit:<l with a help future planners
I CHRISTMAS
a~~i~st eac~ o~her in many.
The FINEST and probably the LARGEST
demonstraarchery
in
Prather
ideas.
good
improve
and
flaws
Rho
S1gma
Ch1
and
record
.
3-6
only the second
Smce this
I
Connie also participates
y~ar . of the ~rogra~, we are with 1-8. Both records should This is in addition to her tions,
1 GIVING NOW'
selection of quality SWEATERS
softball and in a
extramural
in
office
I-M
the
in
ties
responsibili
2-7.
read
still m the onentatlon .phase," have
group
on
demonstrati
technique
time.
game
at
a printing miscue and on the field
. U·X BOOKSTORE I Holcomb commented. "Tampa Last week
on Florida's West Coast for the discrimin ating student and faculty
by A transfer student from Man- for modern dance. She plans to
I p~aygrounds will in?lude. about changed a statementin made
10024 - 30th STREET
degree,
master's
a
for
work
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this col- atee Junior College
Hirschberg
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MORE PARTICIPATION

KIOl,Zeta PhiEpsilon O
SOCCER SCHEDULE
Field
Today
1
Cratos vs. Enotas
2
_.
Arete vs. Verdandi
3
KIO vs. Talos
Alpha 3 West vs. Alpha 2 West 4
Beta 2 East vs. Beta 4 West 5

fc

t

mammg. Velde's records were tramural soccer team. We
By JEFF SMITH
didn't control the ball well,
set in 10 games.
Sports Writer
made terrible passes, and put
.
. .
USF's Jn)ury·ridden Brahman SOUTH FLORIDA played the ball in the air too much. We
soccer squad travels to Winter Florida at 10 a.m. instead of just played a bad game , Hoi'
Park Saturday, meeting the the usual 2 p.m. because of the comb commented.
Rollins College Tars at 2 p.m. Florida- Tulane football game. l- - - - - - - - - - for the first time this season. Forty-minute halves w e r e , . . . . - - - - - - - - - - .
Coach Dan Holcomb's team, pl~yed instead of the usual . 457-0-1, suffered a 2-2 tie against mmute halves, and no overtune
Florida's Gator s Saturday, was played.
snapping the Brahmans' two- Tim McEvoy opened the scaryear win streak at nine straight ing on an assist from Zagarri,
after 13 :04. The Brahmans held
victories.
the 1-.0 lead at the half.
Fidelity U~ion Life
SOUm FlORIDA has a 1-1 Bill Yates scored an unsual
Insurance Co.
fired
He
half.
second
the
in
goal
Rollins,
against
mark
lifetime
of
one
off
winning 2-1 and losing 6-4 last a shot that deflected
, season. Joe Justice, head soccer the Gator players, and went into
Guaranteed by a top
coa~h, has spent .29 years ~t the webbing after 12:42, of the
Rollms, and assiStant Erme second half giving the Tampa
company.
eleven a c~mfortable 2-0 lead.
Wraschek, eight.
No war clause
All-State Willie Flohr is back
Exclusive benfits at
at center forward for Rollins. T~ THINGS began to go
The 5'8" sophomore score(! 11 agrunst ~e Brahmans. ~he Gaspecial rates
goals last season, sixth best in tors. received a corne~ kJCk, and
Full aviation
the state. Flohr scored four in Emllo Cato shot the kiCk toward
coverage.
Rollins' first two 1966 contests. ~ax Ventura w~o scored, cuttlg the USF lead m half.
Premium deposits
USF leads the state in scoring . Less than four minutes later,
goal
a
received
deferred until you
offense, 4.5 go~ls per game, and the Brahmans
defense, allowmg .9 goals per kick, allowing them to kick the
are out of school.
ball away from their goal. The
J contest.
Joe Hobbs
ROLLINS, NCAA and Florida ball slid away fro_m ,the Brah·
Hall
Jirri
Chadafs
Flonda
Intercollegiate c 0 n fer en c e mans toward
Fred Papia
member, has a 1956-65 record of f:in, and the big center f?rward
.
Ray Newcome r,
34-36-9. The Tars' best seasons tied t~e ~core 2-2.
m shots,
led
l!SF
,
Statistically
S-1-2.
1960,
and
5-1-0,
1957,
are
Gen. Agent.
Rollins won the FIC title both 12-6, corner kicks, . 4-3,. least
Kennedy Blvd.,
3843
seasons, and has recorded four f?uls, 4-6, most offside mfra~
Florida
Tampa,
goalie
no
had
and
1-0,
second-place finishes in eight tions,
.
saves to UF's tw?.
Phone 877-838 7
FIC seasons.
"We looked like a bad InSouth Florida remains the
only undefeated university soc- r
cer squad in Florida, having
·CAMPUS UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
gone 10 straight games over two
OVERLOOKING USF
seasons without a loss. USF has
1·2·3 BEDROOMS
a 13-4-1 mark lifetime.
Furnished or Unf11rnished
Rollins brings an incomplete
932-6133
•
30 St. (No. of Fowler)
2-1 record into the game, with
victories over Stetson and FloriWhitaher
da Southern. No results have ~
been received concerning their
last three games.

Jim Steere led the Brahmans
to a 29-29 tie in a cross-country
meet with the University of Florida Gators last Saturday. Steere,
the first USF man to place first
in a c-c meet this year, posted
Beta 3 East vs. Beta 1 East 6 a 21:27.2 time.
Neil Jenkins finished second
Thursday
1 for USF with a 21 :34 time.
Phi Sigma Xi vs. Enotas
2 Finishers and their times:
Lambda vs. Eta
Alpha 4 West vs. Alpha 3 West 3 1. Steere, USF 21:27.2
Alpha 3 East vs. Alpha 2 East 4 2. Jenkins, USF 21 :3A
3. Whitson, UF 21:37.5
Beta 1 West vs. Beta 3 West 5 4. Couch, USF 21 :~
5. Lang, UF 21:45
6
East
3
Beta
vs.
East
2
Beta
Garvin, UF 21 : 55

Soccer Team
H0 Ids cI·· n• c

c

Franklin at Madison
''Campus .Correct CJothef'
(

•

THE ORACLE -

COFFEE HOUR FOLLOWS

at USF must apply for admission by Dec:.
13.
- J. e. LUCAS
Notices should be received by the Di·
Assistant Registrar
rector. Office of campus Publications,
~.R ~~j1 bYorTh~~~7~nar~;,rantoo7~~~o~~g c0 •0 ,. f>LACEMENT: Ope~lngs a-:all·
~~~ts '~,t~oo,:;:t~::an E1~c~t~~loy~sr~ur~
wednesday.
GENERAL ELECTIONS, Student Asso- business, Industry, and governmental
Students
agenciesapplyforat Trimester
CTR lobby, Monday.
8 a.m.,
fromCLASS
c:latlon,
date
possible
the &arllest II.
meeting, should
organizational
SENIOR
Education
for
listings
Elec· In ENG 37. New mators
for all seniors, 2 p.m. tOday. TAT.
for placement
tlon of officers and program planning. and Liberal Arls
ALL STUDENTS: Friday (Nov. 181 Is with u.s. Office of Education and for
Food and
u.s.
with
mators
chemistry
Trlmtster
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To Spe ak Here Mo nda y
Mollenhoff Cocktail," Time
magazine recently called Mollenhoff "one of Washington's
11
mos t feared as we as respected investigative reporters."
"If there is one thing he
cannot stand it is a secret,"
commented Time. "Because
he cannot resist lid-lifting,
Mollenhoff has at one time or
an o t h e r outraged, embarrassed or exasperated Dwight
Eisenhower, Sherman Adams,
K
Ezra Taft Benson, John ennedy, Everett Dirksen,
M
H ff G
J"
1mmy o a, eorge eany,
Lyndon Johnson, Bobby Baker
and Robert McNamara, to
name a few."
In 1958 he won the Pulitzer

Clark Mollenhoff, a member
of the Washington press corps
with more than 30 awards for
1
· 1ud"mg the p u·
me
reporting,
itzer Prize, will speak Monday afternoon on campus.
His talk on "Spoilers of Democracy" will be at 2 p.m. in
the Business Administration
Auditorium. The topiC also is
the title of his new book about
d
.
mismanage-corruption an
government.
in
ment
Following his talk, faculty
and students are invited to attend a reception in University
Center 256. The coffee hour
will be sponsored by the Office of Campus Publications
and The Oracle.
In an article titled "The

Prize for stories exposing
racketeering in labor unions.
His stories won for the Des
· ter and TrJ"bune
Reg1s
·
Momes
the 1958 Sigma Delta Chi
award for public service.
Hl"s many othe awards J"n
r
elude a Nieman Fellowship at
s·
tw
.
d
u
1949'
0
Igma
~ 1arvar m
Delta Chi awards for reveal. th Federal In
ing secrec 10
e
Y
ternal Revenue Department,
the Eisenhower Fellowshi~ in
I
1960 enabling him tO intervieW
At ·
· E
1b I d
a or ea ers m urope, rrca and the Middle East, the
1961 John Peter Zenger award
for service to freedom of the
press, and a Freedoms Foundation award in 1962 for his
address "Deadly Dilemma:
Defense and Democracy."
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Group Presents
Nabokov Novel, "Pn in"

·FOR JUNIOR COLLEGES

First 'Editors Day'
Scheduled Mon day
Area junior college editors
will come to USF Monday for
the first College Editors' Day
sponsored by the Office of
Campus Publications a n d
Journalism Program.
Editors will hear panel discussions on several issues of
the day and will attend an address by Pulitizer Prize - winning newsman Clark Mellenhoff of the Des Moines Register and Tribune.
Dr. Arthur M. Sanderson,
director of the Office of Campus Publications and chairman of the Journalism Program, said the program is de-signed to give student editors
thought - provoking information about several topics of
major concern.
Editors will attend sessions
in University Center, (CTR)
gather in the cafeteria for
lunch, will then attend the
Mollenhoff lecture at 2 p.m. in
Business auditorium.
At the 9 a.m. session, Dr.
Herbert J. Wunderlich, dean
of Student Affairs, Dr. Jesse
Binford, professor of chemistry and past president of USF
Chapter of American Association of University Professors,

CLASSIFIED ADS
Guild Reads
15. SERVICES OFFERED
Thurber Tales 1. AuToMoTIVE
TUTORIAL: Private lessons in MOdern
Anna Bell, B.S., Wayne
good condlllon see at 1220 e. Paris st. Mathematics.
State '51,
on weekendo. ·
CTR
Today In
-------~~~---19. RIDES
5. FOR SALE

Pulitzer ·Prize Winner

Bulletin Board

"Pnin," a novel by Valdimir der, the Narrator; Patti Chamber Theatre, originated
Nabokov author of the bestsel- Johnson, Juoith Clyde; Tom at Northwestern University, is a
ler, "Loiita," will be presented Thompson, Pnin; Owen ~it- m~thod of staging prose ficti?n
and John Harper, SA presi- .
Ch b Th tr S t _ man, Lore Clements; Lou1se w1th costumes and props while
ea e, . a ur Brink, Joan Clements; Susan preserving its narrative strucam er
dent or his representative, m a
p.m. m the Stockton, Lisa P n in-Wind; ture.
8
at
19
Nov.
day,
Freewill discuss "Student
David Rom, Victor Wind; Re- The action of the novel ceodoms vs. Educational Respon- Engineering Auditorium.
sibility."
The cast includes Bill Alexan- nee ~ross, Betty Bliss; Joey ters on Professor Timofey Pnin,
Argemo, Herman Hagan; Bev- a Russian emigrant who teachWalter
At 10:30 a.m. Col.
erly .A,lexander, M ~ r gar e t es in a small New England colGriscti, public affairs officer
Thayer; and Barry S1ms on the lege. Nabokov presents Pnin as
talk
will
of Strike Command,
a classic example of the absentguitar.
on America's military comminded professor. The novel is
no
at
public
the
to
Open
Anthony
Dr.
mitments, and
b charge, the performance is pre- both satiric and pathetic, in•
Zaitz, speech - language pro;~ sented by the Department of volving gentle jibes at faculty
fessor at Saint Leo College
~ Speech and is directed by Frank and student stereotypes at
and former USF associate ~
"Waidell College."
Galati, speech instructor.
'
be
will
India"
on
"Focus
it
talk
will
professor of speech,
on social and economic chal- TI the subject of a program, ~
•
open to the public, on Nov. ~
lenges of the Far East. He
·
Unithe
in
p.m.
7:30
at
17
has been a Fulbright scholar
~~ versity Center Ballroom.
in Syria.
. ~ The program will be
sponsored by the World
fairs Club, an organization
begun for the purposes of ·
"Words Against Art," featur- ~ encouraging international
ing Terri Tessum, an art gradu- ~.· relations and studying cul· ~
t
ate of USF, and :aobert Gelinas, ·' tural heritages.
assistant professor of art, ~ill .~·. . The eveni.ng will feature ~
be presented by USF Enghsh ' films, mus1c, dance and ·
~
Club, Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in #~ displays from India.
Speaker for the program a
F AH 101.
There will be a discussion by .'~ will be Dr. Harjit Sandhu, i~
Tessum and Gelinas of the lack ~~. a:>sistant pro~essor of so- t~
of communication power in art. ' c!OlO!n'- Indian refresh- 1
~
"Dada" poetry will be includ- : ments will be served.
· .
ed as part of the program, with ~
Tessum and Gelinas reading the ••i'Wl!J'<% 11' ·.....,;::;;;::;;::t!L.bt.d..~'\ii
selections.

•r·
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CIUb To Give
India Program

~

'Dada' Discussed

'·
I
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13. MISCELLANEOUS

Basic Studies
Unit Sending
Letters Today

RESERVE your Aegean nrNI at CTR 224
Sl.OO total cost
Ex-Navy need Xtra money? Call Ed.
Resources ext. 3~1. Make appt. to see
G. c. Eichholz.
1966 Yamaha lOOCc, like new, $325; Wol·
lensak stereo 2-track tape recorcler, $85 ;
Smith Corona portable electric ty~rlter,

only

Approximately 6,000 letters
were sent out today to students of the College of Basic
Studies, explaining a reaportionment action, according to
Dan Marks, CB2, president of
the College of Basic Studies
Council.
The letters, Marks said, explain the division of the eol·
lege into 22 constituencies,
with approximately 275 students to each of the 22 elected
representative members of the
council.
Students are urged in the
letters, to get to know their
representative, and to pass on
ideas and complaints.

Baptist Students
Plan Events

U · h
d
The Baptist Stu ent man as
~_._._c_._n_9_32_.S_1,_7. _~~~~~~- a number of events coming up
this week.
At the 2 p.m. general meeting
today Bryon Jones, an evangeThe USF Russian Club will listie singer and soloist, will
hold "An Evening in Russia," present a "Sermon in Song."
Friday at 8 p.m. in the Teach- Thursday at 6:45 a.m., the
B.S.U. will have a prayer breaking Auditorium-Theatre.
This fifth annual production, fast. Dr. Robert Witty, Pastor
long in the preparation stage, of Central Baptist Church, Jackwill be bigger and better than sonville will be the speaker.
any of its popular predecessors On Saturday, the Missions
and will provide a type of enter- Committee will sponsor a car
tainment rarely presented in wash at the Standard station
the United States," according to at 50th and Fowler. The proclub president Al Duarte. ceeds will go toward raising a
The program will include selec- goal of $456.00 for the 1967 Sumtions ranging from classical hal- mer Missions Project. Following
let and opera to popular and the car wash, a cookout will be
held for those who have worked.
folk music.

•
• Eventng
RUSSian
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''ELECTRICITY COSTS
SIX PERCENT .LESS
TODAY THAN IT DID
FIVE YEARS AGO!''

fJ

YO U ARE INV ITE D
T ·o HAVE A BALL
at the
Second Ann ual

Miss Aeg ean Ball
Who
Will •;;
She
Be??

~'

II

"You've got to be kidding!"
It's the truth. Due to savings in fuel costs, operationa l efficiencies and the reduction in corporate income taxes being passed on to our customers, electricity in Tampa Electric's service
area costs six percent less today than it did iust five years ago.
Perhaps your electric service bill is higher than it was five years ago, but this is due to increased usage rather than increased cost. In fact, Tampa Electric's residential customers today
average using some 33 percent more electricity than they did five years ago. And, they rank
eighth in the entire nation among Investor-owned companies reporting regularly to Edison

? Miss Aegean - 1966?

1

-

I

CTR Ballroom Saturday, Novem ber 19, 9 P.M.

I

Semi-formal Dress
USF's only uMiss" Title Conte st

I
~:7.:.

~

I
I

I
~~

~¥.

Electric Institute in electric usage.

See for Y ourselfl

TICK ETS NOW ON SALE
in CTR LOBB Y
$1.00 admis sion

~llmJl~W'IWM!~~1WMmirill~Hi~'W~'mt®·~~Emllll'tlRU~~m§f&miUIB~1im!!W•a•e~

Yes, the cost of electricity has actually been reduced. So, if your bill is higher, it's because you're using more and living beHer ••• electrically.

I

..

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY PEOPLE
1500 employees dedicated
to providing YOU with the best
electric service at the lowest
possible cost.

e

~

Tampa Electri c Compa ny
POWat fOR PIOGIISS AHD lmlR liVING ll£ClliCAUY $INC! 1199
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AI Fraternities Busy
With Parties; Proiects
ATO is looking forward to
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
A dance this Friday night will their social this evening with
kick-off Lambda Chi Alpha's Delta Delta Delta Sorority.
'Piedge - Brother Competition The brothers of ATO extend
Weekend." A fund raising con- their warmest congratulations
test between the brothers and to the Sisters of Delta Phi Alpha
pledges Saturday morning will on being approved for provisionbe followed by the pledge- a1 status. Welcome to the Greek
Society.
brother football game.
Pledge Educator Marty Mar- PI KAPPA ALPHA COLONY
for the Pi
t
tin and Pledge .class President · Th F'eld S
1
Allan Pope are m charge of the K e Al h ec~ ~~ 1 H da wna . ~a
Pa
appa
event.
Richard "Dick" Cameron quarters, Hubert Vance, vlslted
resident instructor of Beta Han' the colon~ three days last week
has joined Lambda Chi Alph~ an~ reviewed the pro~r~ss
as Faculty Advisor. He replaces bemg J?ade towards receivmg
Bill Shannon who left this sum- the Natwnal Charter.
mer to complete work on his A tea was bel~ last night with
Doctorate at the University of Delta Zeta Soronty.
Miami. Cameron received his The pledges he!~ a donut s~e
B.A. in Physical Education and last Saturda~ as ~ne of then·
his M.A. in Student Personnel at money- makmg proJects.
All pledges and members
Penn State.
ha.v~ contracted to .p urchase a
CRATOS
Cratos will hold it's annual mmJmum of fou.r ~ckets each
"Go To Hell" party on Friday. for the spaghetti dmner t~ be
It will be at the Tampa Men's held Sunday for the benefit of
Garden Club December's Chi!- the Boys Clubs of Tampa dren will piay from eight to Sheriff's Boys Ranch.
. K
Th e Tampa_ Bay .P I.
appa
twelve.
1
The brothers are proud of Al?ha _Alumn_ AssocJatl~ reWarren Brannon who placed ceived Its national charter at a
fourth in the intramural cross banqu~t at the . Causeway Inn
last mght. Pres1dent Bob Starcountry run.
key Pledgemaster H e r m a n
The brothers were hosted to a
.
!
social by the Iota Lambda chap- Smtth and Pledge Pres1dent
ter of Delta zeta The event was Howard Segan, colony members
t fh
·
successful in strenothening rela- were gues so onor.
"
.
TAU EPSIWN PHI
110ns between the two groups.
Delta Phi Alpha has planned a Tau Epsilon Phi extends its
f
ul ·
N · th
· 1 'th s·
e congrat .atwns t? two o o.ur
1gma u m
soc1a WI
b:others. Bob FI~her . for wmnear future.
The founrlers day party h~ld n~ng the all-U_mversJty F?lk
at C~use_way Inn, was especial- Smg, and Ken Kitchen for bemg
ly. highlighted by the pledge elected ~easurer of Students for
sk1t, _the presence of man~ Responsi~le Government.
alum_m brolh~s, _a nd a large fl- TEP 1s proud to welcome
nanc1al contributiOn to be used Miss Verne Sugarman, resident
th
f D It H ll
· tr t
for nationalization
e ~ a '.as e
ms uc or 0
·
hostess of Tau Epsilon Ph1.
ATO
ATO Colony has elected three Tau Epsilon Phi Colony visitnew officers for the remainder ed the Tau Alpha Chapter of
of the trimester. They are Mike TEP at Gainseville, last weekGarcia - Rush Chairman, Dan end. They attended the Tulane Duer - Athletic Chairman, and Florida football game and beRecording came better acquainted with the
Don Schneider Secretary. Phil Davis, a pledge ~ays of our national organizaof the colony, has been nominat- tion.. It was truly a most reed by SRG to run for student wardmg three days.
Tau Epsilon Phi has accepted
association Senator.

Itwo new pledges. They are Alan of

the Tampa city government
have also been invited.
The Fall Ball will be the number one event on the Enotas' social calendar this trimester.
ZETA pm EPSIWN
The brothers of Zeta Phi Epsilon participated in their trimesterly service project by taking
the boys from the Hillsborough
County Juvenile Home to Golden Gate Speedway.
Plans are now being finalized
ENOTAS
Enotas fraternity, at its meet- for the first annual Zeta Phi Eping last Sunday, gave special silon Christmas Ball.
recognition to Mike Kannensohn Everyone was very happy to
~nd Frank ~inJ?es for outsta~d- see Bob Dale return to the
mg leadership m the fratermty intra-mural battlefield after a
short stay in the hospital from a
and on campus.
The annual Fall Ball will be football injury.
ARETE
held Saturday at the International Inn in Tampa. There will Last Wednesday, brothers and
be a banquet preceding the pledges met with the Tampa
dance. Entertainment will be alumni of Phi Delta Theta for a
provided by a well known band banquet at the Holiday Inn. Disthat is currently on tour in the cussion was centered around
United States. The band wi!l Arete's number one status e.t
leave for England immediately USF, fraternity housing, and
chartering. The evening was
after the dance.
Very prominent dignitaries of capped by films of Arete in ac·
d
t' b th thl t' 11
Sigma Alpha Epsilon from all Jon o a e Jca y an socJa1points in the southeast have ly, a~d speeches by . sever~
been invited to the Enote.s Fall alumru and the fratermty offi.
Ball. High officials of USF and ceirs. ded .
m the upcommg sonclu
cial and service events are the

Martyr and Alan Wolfson. Officers of the pledge class are:
Dave Anthony, President;
David Mark, Vice-President;
and Cliff Colber - Secretary Treasurer.
Tau Epsilon Phi chapter entertained the TEP's from South
Florida last weekend for the annual PiLMA-TEP pledge game.

Beta Three West
H0 ldS Banquef
A banquet honorJ·ng Omar
Kausuri, a graduate student
from Pakistan here, was held
Monday from 5 to 7 p.m. in
Argos Center. The banquet was
sponsored by members of Beta
3 West for the hall residents.
.
.
. Bob Fisher, who placed first
m the USF hootennany contest
furnished entertainment for the
event.
. .
Kau~un hves on B~ta 3 West
?nd will leave The Umted States
m January.
Purpose of the event, according to Bruce Hoff, social chairman for the floor, was to este.b!ish a tradition of recognizing foreign students in attendance at the University.

**

FOR

PRESIDENT

·

Sign Up For
January Rush
Ends Monday
All girls interested in
going out for Rush in January must register Monday
from 2 to 5 p.m. in the University Cer;~ter Ballroom.
This Panhellenic Registration Reception will be the
only time for girls to sign
up for Rush. The registration fee is $3. The money
will be refunded if the girl
decides not to go through
Rush in January.
All eligible girls are
urged to register. Remember! Y QU are eligible to go
out for Rush if you have
a minimum of 12 credit
hours and a 2.0 cumulative
G.P.R. If a girl fails to fulfil these requirements at
the end of the present trimester, she will be restricted from going through
Rush. But, she should
register Monday anyway,
in the event that she will
be eligible.

IFC Dinner
Given Sunday
Cl b
f B
Or

oy~

U S

.
. The. USF I~terf~aterm~ Coun~~l bm conJ~ctlon With. the
h s ordougtakh ounty ~herlff'~,
as un er en a serVIce prOJect to aid the Boy's Clubs of
Tampa and the Florida Sheriff's
Boys Ranch.
The project is a $1 spaghetti
.
dmner to be held Sunday from
12:30 until 4 p m at Plant Field
· ·
in Tam a
.
.
. P ·. .
Th1s CIVIC mmded action
.
.
began as a serviCe proJect for
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.
They however felt it was such
,
,
a worthwhile project that they
asked Sheriff Malcom Beard of
the Hillsborough County Sheriff's Department to present this
plan to the IFC. The proposed
project was presented and the
council voted unanimously to
participate in the venture.
.
Each fratermty has accepted
a number of tickets which they
will be selling up until the time
of the dinner. These will be sold
on campus, in shopping areas,
and throughout residential
areas in the Tampa Bay area.

a?nual ~ledge proJect,. th~ serv1ce proJect at the shenffs boys
ty
h d th Ch · tm
riS as par .
e
ranc an
At this time the brothers of
. h t th k 11 0 f th
Ar t
t .e
f etee V:t:s fo tha~ a
ra rm ies or e1r suppor m
the intramural championship,
especially the brothers of Enotas for the lovely gift which they
so kindly bestowed upon us for
our championship victory.
TKE
The brothers of Phi Si me. Xi
g . '
..
affiliate of Tau Kappa Epsilon,
are preparing for another big
fund raising project during Gasparilla. The brothers would like
to extend thanks to the Order of
Diana for their help in making
the Orphan project a success.
The pledges of TKE would
like to announce e. fund-raising
picnic. Filet m ignon will be A Placement Office assist<;
served, and the picnic will be employers who want to intertimited to 100 people. The view University of South Flori·
da graduates.
pledges are selling tickets.

SorOrities Socialize;
Plan ·Charity Projects
KAPPA DELTA
KDs and their guests enjoyed
the annual "KD Kapers" held
Thursday at the Cruis - A Cade Club.
Sisters attended the Sig~a Nu
pledgmg Sunday, e.nd wiSh to
congratulate the brothers on
their new affiliation.
A social with Pi Kappa Alpha
was held y~sterday. Eve~yone
ha~ a~ enJoyable and mteresting tune.
The 1966 Fall Pledge Class
has elected these chairmen:
Scholarship Jan Tomlinson·
'
'

Activities, Judy Davey; Social
Service, Shannon Gause; Social,
Margie Townsend; Publicity,
Beverly Roberts; Magazine,
Ginger Brown. Other officers
elected are: Chaplain, Gloria
Stoeckl; Songle~der, Judy
Davey; and Bulltin Board, Sue
McDermott.
TRI S.I.S.
_Tri S.I.S. pledges ar~ pl.anmng a ce.r-w~h for_ therr frr~t
money - makmg prOJect. It will
be held Saturday at the Phillips
66 service station on 30th St.
and Fletcher. Tickets will go on

32 Students Given
Teaching Fellowships
Thirty - two University of
South Florida students preparing to be teachers of exceptional children have received fellowships providing
$1,600 for seniors and $2,000
for graduate students, plus
tuition and an additional $600
for each dependent.
The fellowships are made
possible by grants to the University from the U.S. Office of
Education.
Ten seniors and five graduate students receiving the fellowships are studying to be
teachers of mentally retarded
students. The seniors are
Karen Pierce, EE4, Patricia
Gadbaw, SE4, Karen Little,
SE4, Judy Garcia, SE4, Carol
Loucks, SE4, Dorothy Dicharry, SE4, Rosemarie Calkitt, SE4, Janet Beagles, SE4,
Linda Bogner, SE3, and Judy
Baker.
The graduate students are
Betty Procter, UA6, Nina Sinsley, UA6, Judy Goodstone,
SE6, Ronah Brodkin, SE6, and
Mary Randall, SE6.
Undergraduates in the program take a full sequence in
elementary education plus 21
semester hours in mental retardation, and spend a semester, "interning'' in a special
class for retarded children.
Graduate students receiving
fellowships who are preparing
to be teachers of young children with varying exceptionalities are Martha Harris,
SE6, David Cecil, SE6, E leanor Guetzloe, SE6, Linda

Paul, UA6, Dora Greenough,
SE6, Amy Saunders, SE6,
Dennis Stockwell, SE6, and
Margaret Rogers, SE6.
Next April 32 seniors will
graduate in the program, and
26 graduate students are enrolled in the masters program.
This graduate program emphasizes early identification
of exceptionalities, and includes special training to help
correct the problem in kindergarten through third grades.
Eight fellowship recipients
are graduate students in the
USF program to prepare
teacher - consultants for gifted children. They are Christine Abram, SE6,' Betty An·
derson, SE6, Marilyn Gatlin,
SE6, Diane Grybek, SE6, Sue
McNevin, SE6, Darel Sheffield, SE6, Frank Walther,
SE6, and Karin Gailey.
Gary LaPorte, SH3, a senior,
received a fellowship for the
University's speech and hearing clinician program. Approximately 100 students are
enrolled in the program.
Additional fellowships will
be available for the 1966-67 academic year. For additional
information and fellowship application forms, notify Dr.
Robert C. Dwyer for the mental retardation program, Dr.
Marvin Gold or Dr. Dorothy
Sisk for the gifted and early
childhood programs, and Dr.
Clarence Webb for the speech
pathology program.

sale for $1.00 each. The money
will be contributed to the Great
er Tampa United Fund.
The brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha entertained the sisters
and pledges at a social last
Tuesday night. The hour was
filled with conversation and
singing and refreshments were
served.'
The Tri S.I.S. To az Ball will
be Dec. 2 at the ~emple Ter

rae~ Golf and .coun~y Club.

MISsy Bel~1to will. represen
Delta 1 Ea~t m the Miss Aegean
Contest Fr1day.
DELTA ZETA
Delta Zeta sisters, pledges
their dates and invited guests
enjoyed a most successful hay
ride last Friday evening at the
circle C Ranch in Tampa
Pledges highlighted the evening
by presenting an informal skit
which they had prepared.
While the sisters continue
working on Rush for January
the pledges are busily planning
a money - making project - a
doughnut sale - for this Saturday. They are also preparing
Christmas baskets for needy
families.

Judges Didn"t Notice
· Different Color £yes
Jeannie DeQuine, a finalist in
the 1966 Citrus Queen Pageant,
went into the final judging after
losing one of her contact lenses.
Miss DeQuine was worried
about more than being able to
see while on the stage. "I'll look
pretty strange with one blue eye
and one green eye; maybe the
judges won't notice."
Apparently the judges didn't
notice. Miss DeQuine was chosen Maid of Honor to Nancy
Collins, Citrus Queen 1966.

GRE Area Exam

Today. Saturday
Dean Russell M. Cooper
today reininded liberal arts
and basic studies seniors wbo
graduate in December Otat
the area portion of the graduate record exam, which is required, will be today and Saturday. Today's exam will be
at 6:30 p.m. in the Physics
Building auditorium and at
the same location Saturday at
8:30a.m.

Dedicated to serve all students, not a select few.
Experienced - 4 years in SA work
1965-66 SA Vice-President
Past ~A Senator (1-year)
v' Past SA Representative (2 years)
Able - 3.1 GPR
Nominee for "Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities"

v

v

*

*

JOHN K. HOGUE

Senatorial Candidates

V.
V.
V.

T~INGS

DONE"

MAN

V Qualified
,( Dedicated
V Experienced V Ready

Quarter System

Andy Petruska

Phil Davis

,I FIGHT to represent ,!ill students and end minority
interest control
,I ARREST the ridiculous parking situation through expanded

Administrative Pressures
,( Parking fine monies being spent for needed parking facilities
Creation of "study parks" to be located around campU5

V

,I

"1 will represent each person as a person, not just a number"
Frank Winkles

Good Student Government is
the responsibility of every
student at USF. For this reason,
a small group of men from the
1965-66 SA Legislature put
concern into action and formed

V. FIGHT Vehicle Registration Fees
j( FINE and Impeach Absentee Legislators
V. LIBERALIZE Women's Hours
V ESTABLISH Student Committee on

Your
"GET

J/

V Intercollegiate Football and Basketball regardless of

,( STOP Triple Dorm Rooms

PHIL DAVIS

,( Proven Experience in the SA:
SA Administrative Assistant
Chairman of SA Exec. Cabinet
SA Legislative Representative
Past Pres. & V-Pres. of Fraternity

parking lots (to be financed by the da ily "pink-ticket
robberies" on campus)
I Am Not Afraid To Speak Out For Youl
Vote for Representative Government.

Paulette Szabo

the Students for Responsible
Government (SRG). Today, SRG
has more than 500 members
representing 14 USF organizations.

The members of this party met
in convention recently and
after detailed consideration
selected the above named slate
of candidates as being those

..

students mo~t qualified, concerned, dedicated, and able to
serve - your needs and wants.
Fior Proven Leadership, Look at
the Record. It Speaks for Itself.

overnment

